
 

“The mob is the most ruthless of tyrants.” 
~ Friedrich Nietzsche ~ 

Canada 

Macdonald Falls by Mark Steyn 

The Macdonald Monument, honoring Canada's first prime minister, stood in 
Place du Canada (that's Dominion Square for us old-school types) for 125 
years - until this weekend. The mob has now torn Sir John A Macdonald 
from his handsome baldachin, and, as he hit the ground, they had the 
additional joy of beheading him. 

https://www.steynonline.com/10598/macdonald-falls 

POLICE STATE: Canadian journalist arrested on the 
street for breaking story on crooked mayor 

It’s not just Patrick Brown breaking his own rules. It’s now the Peel 
Regional Police who are acting as Brown’s personal enforcers. What an 
outrage. And complete silence from left-wing civil liberties groups, 
opposition politicians and — worst of all — the entire Media Party. Not a 
peep from the CBC, the Toronto Star, the Globe and Mail and certainly not 
the Canadian Association of Journalists. This is shocking. 

https://www.rebelnews.com/police_state_canadian_journalist_arrested_on
_the_street_for_breaking_story_on_crooked_mayor 

 

https://www.steynonline.com/10598/macdonald-falls
https://www.rebelnews.com/police_state_canadian_journalist_arrested_on_the_street_for_breaking_story_on_crooked_mayor?utm_campaign=dm_brownarrest_9_6_20&utm_medium=email&utm_source=therebel
https://www.rebelnews.com/police_state_canadian_journalist_arrested_on_the_street_for_breaking_story_on_crooked_mayor?utm_campaign=dm_brownarrest_9_6_20&utm_medium=email&utm_source=therebel


Report of the IPG on the arrest of Rebel News 
Reporter David Menzies 
 
The freedom of the press is a foundation of Canada’s democratic society, 
and it must be protected at all costs. As outlined in the Canadian Charter of 
Rights and Freedoms, all Canadians are guaranteed the fundamental 
freedom of “thought, belief, opinion and expression, including freedom of 
the press and other media of communication.” 
 
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/report-of-the-ipg-on-the-arrest-of-rebel-
news-reporter-david-menzies/ 
 

If Trudeau’s proposing Socialism, the people must 
be allowed to vote on it 

Canadians elected a Liberal and what we got was a revolutionary socialist. 
At least in Venezuela, the people knew what they were voting for in Hugo 
Chavez. If Trudeau wants to take Canada down the dark and ruinous path 
of socialism, he must directly put it to Canadians for a vote. 

https://tnc.news/2020/09/07/malcolm-if-trudeaus-proposing-socialism-the-

people-must-be-allowed-to-vote-on-it/ 

Court of Appeal shuts down liberal bill for unlawful 
interference in justice system 
 
Attorney General David Lametti was cited by the Federal Court of Appeal 
for meddling in legal proceedings for his own government’s advantage.  
According to Blacklock’s Reporter, the pandemic relief Bill C-17 was struck 
down by Justice Marc Noël for being “intolerable” and unlawful in its 
interference in Canada’s justice system. Bill C-17 was introduced by the 
Liberals on June 10 as an omnibus bill and it included a law called “Time 
Limits and Other Periods Act”. 

https://tnc.news/2020/09/08/court-of-appeal-shuts-down-liberal-bill-for-
unlawful-interference-in-justice-system/ 
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Hezbollah’s Dirty Money and Illicit Activities in 
Canada 
 
Earlier this summer, Italian port authorities in the city of  
Salerno announced that they had discovered a hidden shipment of 84 
million pills of Captagon, an illegal amphetamine drug worth 1.4 billion 
Canadian dollars, in one of the largest drug seizures ever. 

While Italy has remained quiet about the likely culprit, given the size of the 

find, it didn’t take long for Middle East analysts to identify a main player in 

the drug trade: Hezbollah. Hezbollah is still very much active in the 

country.  
 

https://honestreporting.ca/hezbollahs-dirty-money-and-illicit-activities-in-

canada/ 

 

Rex Murphy with Candace Malcolm: Refusing to be 
Silenced 

Rex is an icon of Canadian journalism and despite countless attempts by 
the mob to cancel Rex, the mob can’t seem to close the deal. Rex isn’t 
afraid to stand up to the mob and he refuses to be a victim of cancel 
culture. 

https://tnc.news/2020/09/10/ep-11-rex-murphy-refusing-to-be-cancelled/ 

C3RF Update – 11 September 2020 

This week's update ponders the question, "should Canadians be fearful for 
free speech?"  The question is a valid one as author and science 
professional, Patrice Nishikawa, notes that despotic regimes have a nasty 
habit of dealing harshly with those who criticize their policies and 
ideologies.  The trend is clear in Canada as even the objective knowledge 
gleaned from the hard sciences is being set aside to be replaced by re-
imagined pseudo-realities like the "resilient economy".  How far can we be 
from Pol Pot's Cambodia or Mao's cultural revolution if we maintain this 
tack?  Would it be better to "re-imagine" our political leadership and act to 
make it so.  Read on and join the related writing challenge. 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/01/europe/isis-drug-seizure-italy-scli-intl/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/07/01/europe/isis-drug-seizure-italy-scli-intl/index.html
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https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2020/09/10/C3RF-Member-
Update---11-Sept-2020 

 

In March 2020 Daniel Bordman released a video reporting on alleged 
extremism within the federal conservative party, naming Erin O’Toole and 
Wallied Soliman. (Yes, the same Wallied Soliman tied to the transcript). As 
a result, Daniel is being sued for $2.5 million dollars. Daniel’s work is vital 
and, therefore, we are requesting that you please make a donation, of any 
size, toward his legal costs. (Note: You have to click ‘accept” cookies…then 
the video will come up) 

https://action4canada.com/exposing-political-entryism-legal-action-and-

fundraising/ 

 

 

https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2020/09/10/C3RF-Member-Update---11-Sept-2020
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Top Election Stories 

  
Desperately Derailing Donald by Victor Davis 
Hanson 
 
The effort to stop President Trump is growing comical. In terms of 
bombshells, what does the Left do after the 2016 suit to decertify voting 
machines, the FISA court abuse, the effort to sabotage electors’ votes, the 
first impeachment drive, the Logan Act gambits, the Emoluments Clause 
joke, the 25th Amendment ruse, the Russian collusion hoax, the 22-month-
asleep-at-the-wheel Mueller and his “all-stars,” Ukraine! Ukraine!, the 
second impeachment drive, and the 2020 trifecta of Trump as Typhoid 
Mary, Bull Connor, and Herbert Hoover? The point is, in Jussie Smollett 
fashion, the demand for scandals is outrunning the supply and time grows 
short.  

https://amgreatness.com/2020/09/06/desperately-derailing-donald/ 

How to Steal an Election 
The political power generated from a document like the "Transition 
Integrity Project" report introduces the threat of terror and street violence 
as a "normal" or "expected" outcome of the upcoming presidential election. 
Here is what you will see, hear and read in the next few weeks: "Yes, 
expect violence in the aftermath of the election, because now that is the 
new 'normal.' Trump made us do it...." Who is paying the bills for TIP and 
its affiliates?  

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/16474/how-to-steal-an-election 

 

https://amgreatness.com/2020/09/06/desperately-derailing-donald/
https://amgreatness.com/2020/09/06/desperately-derailing-donald/
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/16474/how-to-steal-an-election
https://drrichswier.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=0779be50ecf8e7c272e0beed1&id=d94d4f337c&e=6f9d6d9e7f


BLM/Antifa 

Color Revolutions are Not About Color 

The organization Black Lives Matter (BLM) is not about black lives. BLM is a 
Marxist organization disguised as a civil rights organization. Instead of 
improving race relations, BLM exploits racial tensions to collapse America 
from within and replace our constitutional republic with 
socialism/communism. BLM is the ultimate humanitarian hoax being 
perpetrated on unsuspecting Americans who still believe that BLM cares 
about black lives. They don't. 

The problem with socialism, communism, Islamism, and globalism, is that 
NO LIVES MATTER except the lives of the ruling elite! Citizens' individual 
rights and freedoms are forfeited to the state. The individual is not valued 
in collectivism, only the state and what the state deceitfully labels "the 
greater good" matters. 

http://goudsmit.pundicity.com/24540/color-revolutions-are-not-about-color 

Antifa's violent, organized tactics are getting 
exposed 
 
It turns out they're not just creepy stalkers and "security," some are actual 
killers. The latest news from Portland is that Antifa's denizens stalked and 
shadowed young Aaron Danielson, who was murdered in cold blood by 
"100% Antifa" Michael Reinoehl, who was later rubbed out by the Portland 
cops as he resisted arrest upon apprehension.  Now they've gone big. And 
if this kind of modus operandi -- killings, illegal censorship, violence, as well 
as Chavista historic background isn't reason enough to declare war on 
them and shut them down, what is? 
  
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/09/antifas_violent_organized

_tactics_are_getting_exposed.html 

Emperor’s New Clothes, Anyone? 

http://goudsmit.pundicity.com/24540/color-revolutions-are-not-about-color
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/09/antifas_violent_organized_tactics_are_getting_exposed.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/09/antifas_violent_organized_tactics_are_getting_exposed.html


And so it follows that these leftists––in their demonstrated respect for life–
–would teach their own children and grandchildren that if they don’t like 
someone’s opinion or style or philosophy, it’s perfectly acceptable to: 

 Light that person’s car on fire, 
 Punch that woman in the face and knock out her teeth and then 

throw her to the ground, 
 Smash the windows of this guy’s homegrown business and steal all 

his goods, 
 Blind that offender with a laser beam, or… 
 Shoot him or her dead. 

 

Indeed, this is what leftists are teaching their children and grandchildren 
by their unmistakable approval, indeed embrace, of the violence by BLM 
and Antifa over the past several months––a crime for which all of them 
should be indicted! 

https://canadafreepress.com/article/emperors-new-clothes-anyone 

Black Lives Matter Led to Record Number of Mass 
Shootings 

Beyond the violence of the riots, which have included firebombs, shootings, 
stabbings, and multiple assaults on police officers, random drivers, 
shopkeepers, and anyone in the way, the Democrat political movement led 
cities to pull back police or tied up officers with the riots. Gang members 
got the message and ramped up looting and territorial battles. The BLM 
riots aren’t just a struggle session or cancel culture. They’re doing a lot 
more than terrorizing diners or burning down stores. The BLM riots and 
movement are killing people. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/09/black-lives-matter-led-

record-number-mass-daniel-greenfield/ 

https://canadafreepress.com/article/emperors-new-clothes-anyone
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/09/black-lives-matter-led-record-number-mass-daniel-greenfield/
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Covid-19 Update 

The Lockdown Has Gone From a Mistake to a Crime 

The lockdown is a crime. But even more upsetting is that it is supported by 
so many Americans. This country is unrecognizable to those of us who 
lived through the 1968-1970 pandemic, which killed, according to the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, approximately 100,000 
Americans -- the 2020 equivalent of 170,000 Americans. Nothing shut 
down. Not one mask was worn. 



https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/09/lockdown-has-gone-mistake-
crime-dennis-prager/ 

Doctor Speaks Out! 
 
Dr. Scott Jensen gives us his perspective on being attacked for telling the 
truth! Covid-19 has opened a door into a tremendously vicious political 
non-discussion. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpjeqNm5y2A&feature=youtu.be 

Breaking Back with Katie Hopkins 

“I have considered ending my life” tells a man I have only just met, tears 
falling fast now as his most private thoughts spill out on my shoulder. 
There have been many moments like this. Big strong men show me 
pictures of their little children on their phones and cry for their failed 
marriage that could not withstand the loss of their job and all that goes 
with it. As I travel about and people remember what it is like to be 
together and laugh with each other, emotions flow. Lockdown is so much 
more than a physical cruelty. It is emotionally that people have been 
damaged the most. 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/09/breaking-back-katie-
hopkins/ 

The Environment 

Wildfires in California emitting more CO2 annually 
than cars 
 
Since California has lost nearly 1.67 million acres to wildfires through 
August 31 this year and based on the assumptions above, about 131.2 
million tons of carbon dioxide have been emitted to the environment in 
eight months due to wildfires.  California had 15.1 million vehicles 
registered in 2018.  Assume all are fuel burning for this 
exercise.  According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, fossil 
fueled cars emit 4.6 metric tons per year (22 mpg and 11,500 miles driven 

https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/09/lockdown-has-gone-mistake-crime-dennis-prager/
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/09/lockdown-has-gone-mistake-crime-dennis-prager/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpjeqNm5y2A&feature=youtu.be
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/09/breaking-back-katie-hopkins/
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2020/09/breaking-back-katie-hopkins/


per year basis).  That means California cars emit 76.4 million tons (not 
metric) of carbon dioxide annually.  
 
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/09/wildfires_in_california_emi
tting_more_co2_annually_than_cars.html 
 

Extinction Rebellion: radical reactionaries. 

 
Extinction Rebellion and their ilk want us to turn back the clock. They seek 
not a new world but a kind of new feudal order. They want mankind to 
retire from innovation and advancement and shrink in number. In the 
name of freedom, progress and the advancement of the prospects of the 
world’s poorest, leftists should oppose them. The globe cannot afford to 
immediately and completely ditch fossil fuels. More precisely, its poorest 
inhabitants cannot afford to. It is they who will most sharply feel the 
consequences of the often gas-filled pipeline of economic growth being 
turned off. Middle-class activists in rich Western countries, in contrast, will 
cope. 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2020/09/10/extinction-rebellion-radical-
reactionaries/ 
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Freedom of Speech 

America’s Sacred Freedom of Speech on Life 
Support 

What exactly do I have to say that Facebook finds offensive, threatening, 
and so in violation of their liberal “community standards?” Is it the fact that 
I suffered under communism for 20 years, with millions of others, escaped 
it, and tried my hardest to expose its tyranny? Is it the fact that the left is 
trying to install socialism/communism here in America and we, the 
survivors of such a tyrannical regime, are flies in the globalist ointment? 

https://canadafreepress.com/article/americas-sacred-freedom-of-speech-
on-life-support 

After 9/11: can we still talk about Islamist terror? 

Islamist terror still poses a huge security threat. But it’s becoming more 
difficult to discuss it openly. There should be strong pushback against 
those who wish to restrict the boundaries of much-needed discussions on 
radicalisation, extremism and terrorism. We need to be able to identify and 
comment on unusual behavioural patterns and religiously inspired 
ideological motivations. There is simply no room for thought-policing or 
political correctness in the realm of counter-extremism. 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2020/09/11/after-9-11-can-we-still-talk-
about-islamist-terror/ 

Around the World 

France 

Will France Finally Rain Justice Down on Islamic 
Terrorists? 
 

https://canadafreepress.com/article/americas-sacred-freedom-of-speech-on-life-support
https://canadafreepress.com/article/americas-sacred-freedom-of-speech-on-life-support
https://www.spiked-online.com/2020/09/11/after-9-11-can-we-still-talk-about-islamist-terror/
https://www.spiked-online.com/2020/09/11/after-9-11-can-we-still-talk-about-islamist-terror/


The terrorist killers are alleged to have shouted, "We have killed Charlie 
Hebdo; we have taken revenge for the sake of the Prophet 
Mohammed."  But they are mistaken.  Charlie Hebdo remains published.  It 
again courageously published in its current September issue a dozen 
cartoons first published in Denmark in 2005 and bravely asserts, "We will 
never lie down; we will never give up."  However, caution is 
necessary.  C.H. is published under conditions of absolute secrecy, in a 
secret location; the staff is surrounded by armed guards and security 
measures.  Special doors and code words are used, and the journalists are 
threatened with death. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/09/will_france_finally_rain

_justice_down_on_islamic_terrorists.html 

Israel 

How the Trump Plan Makes Peace Possible 

The Trump plan cannot ensure a peace deal and does not expect one 
soon. Its virtues lie in exposing the falsity of conventional views about the 
Middle East; pointing to what is truly precluding peace; offering ample 
rewards for overcoming those obstacles; and ending policies that 
incentivize the conflict's perpetuation. It advances U.S. interests in the 
region by sending sympathetic and constructive messages to the 
Palestinians and forthrightly supporting the security of the capable, 
democratic U.S. ally, Israel. 

https://www.meforum.org/61460/how-the-trump-plan-makes-peace-
possible 

Sweden 

The Violence Is "Extremely Serious" 

The police statement did not mention that two boys were raped, tortured 
and nearly buried alive in a cemetery close to Stockholm. The atrocity 
added to the growing number of so-called "humiliation crimes". These are 
crimes where the victim is not only robbed, but also violently humiliated to 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/09/will_france_finally_rain_justice_down_on_islamic_terrorists.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2020/09/will_france_finally_rain_justice_down_on_islamic_terrorists.html
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https://www.berlingske.dk/internationalt/et-raedselsfuldt-mareridt-paa-en-kirkegaard-ryster-svenskerne
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/15808/fing-swede


demonstrate the power of the perpetrator. Another such humiliation crime, 
for instance, took place in Gothenburg in October 2019, when a criminal 
gang forced their victim to kiss the gang leader's feet, while they filmed 
him. After that, they stomped on his face until he lost consciousness. 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/16457/sweden-violence-crime 

United States 

President Trump Nominated for Nobel Peace Prize 

This is long overdue.  President Trump was nominated for a Nobel Peace 
Prize on Wednesday. It should have happened years ago. President Trump 
made the world safer by taking on tyrants, eliminating murderers and 
instituting policies that promote lasting peace.  Acknowledgement of his 
accomplishments is long overdue. Read the list of his many foreign policy 
successes. 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/09/time-president-trump-
nominated-nobel-peace-prize-list-many-foreign-policy-successes 

Trump Expected to Announce Another Game 
Changer for Peace in the Middle East 

President Trump makes it official. Bahrain is joining UAE in signing a peace 
deal with Israel. "It's unthinkable this could happen, and so fast," he said 
from the White House on Friday. He thanked Bahrain and Israel for their 
"leadership and courage." 
 
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/cortneyobrien/2020/09/11/trump-expected-

to-announce-another-peaceful-game-changer-in-the-middle-east-n2576037 

Dad's Arrest Exposes Support Network Behind 
Alleged Honor Killers by Phyllis Chesler 

Late in 2007, 18-year-old Amina and 17-year-old Sarah finally ran away 
with two friends, boys, who wanted to help save their lives. Strangely, 
Tissie went along, possibly in order to spy on them for Yaser. After she 
returned home, Tissie implored her daughters to come back. She assured 

https://www.expressen.se/gt/ranligan-tvingar-offret-att-kyssa-deras-fotter/
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them that Yaser would not harm them. They returned—and within hours, 
on Jan. 1, 2008, Yaser allegedly shot them to death in his taxicab. One of 
the dying girls called the police, said that her father had shot them both, 
and that they were dying 

https://www.investigativeproject.org/8544/dad-arrest-exposes-support-
network-behind-alleged 

Article of the Week 

A homage to ordinary working people by Rex 
Murphy 

Who was in the hospital taking your temperature? Who drove the trucks 
bringing food and medicine to the hospital? Who fixed your car? Who grew 
the food? Who processed the oil and gas that kept your condo warm and 
your car in motion? Who is the person at the grocery store stacking the 
shelves? 

It seems as though protesters have their day every day. I’d like society to 
start paying attention to those who do not protest. Ordinary working 
people matter. They are the life of the country, and they are of all beliefs, 
backgrounds and races. They are us. We are them. 

https://nationalpost.com/opinion/rex-murphy-an-homage-to-ordinary-
working-people/wcm/f1ac03a0-15a8-4685-bba3-6cee986ac82a/ 

Other Articles 

Meanwhile, back at the U.N ... 
 
We already know that the United Nations is a haven for the world's idlest 
people. They pay no taxes, they draw six figure salaries, and they can't be 
fired, no matter what they do. Getting a UN appointment for all of them, 
on behalf of their country's appointed job slots, is a true sinecure, a 
political plum, which is why you should look in askance at anyone who 

https://www.investigativeproject.org/8544/dad-arrest-exposes-support-network-behind-alleged
https://www.investigativeproject.org/8544/dad-arrest-exposes-support-network-behind-alleged
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/rex-murphy-an-homage-to-ordinary-working-people/wcm/f1ac03a0-15a8-4685-bba3-6cee986ac82a/
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/rex-murphy-an-homage-to-ordinary-working-people/wcm/f1ac03a0-15a8-4685-bba3-6cee986ac82a/


works for the UN. As a result, 90% of them ... do nothing, really nothing. 
It's time to get rid of the UN.  
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2020/09/meanwhile_back_at_the_
un_.html#ixzz6XT9fGJ1J 

 
Revealed:  The Atlantic is owned by a Biden 
Megadonor 
 
On the heels of a disputed and widely mocked bombshell, The Atlantic is 
revealed to be majority owned by one of Biden's biggest benefactors, 
Laurene Powell Jobs, the widow of Apple founder Steve Jobs. These 
revelations came a day after The Atlantic published a takedown of 
President Donald Trump based on four anonymous sources accusing the 
president of rain-checking a visit to the graves of fallen World War I 
soldiers due to inclement weather. 
 
https://thepostmillennial.com/revealed-the-atlantic-is-owned-by-a-biden-
megadonor 
 

Organization of Islamic Cooperation, Muslim World 
League sign deal to combat ‘Islamophobia’ 

“Islamophobia” is a propaganda term that is used for two unrelated 
phenomena: vigilante attacks against innocent Muslims, which are never 
justified, and honest analysis of the motivating ideology behind jihad 
violence and Sharia oppression of women and others. The goal of this 
conflation is to inhibit such analysis and intimidate people into thinking it’s 
wrong to oppose jihad terror. And it’s working great. This agreement is 
meant not to “remove misunderstandings,” but to increase them, and to 
foster ignorance and complacency in the guise of educating people so that 
they won’t victimize innocent Muslims, which every civilized person knows 
not to do already. 

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2020/09/organization-of-islamic-cooperation-
muslim-world-league-sign-deal-to-combat-islamophobia 
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https://www.jihadwatch.org/2020/09/organization-of-islamic-cooperation-muslim-world-league-sign-deal-to-combat-islamophobia
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You Tubes 

Pat Condell insults Islam & refuses to apologize  
 
"Everywhere it goes it brings conflict, intolerance & social division" 
Pat Condell explains why he has every right to criticize Islam and reject it. 
Islam has many laws that oppress women and violate human rights by 
authorizing sex slavery, wife beating, FGM, child marriage, forced 
marriage, honor killing, etc. 

 
http://www.politicsonline.net/2020/09/pat-condell-insults-islam-refuses-

to.html 

Ritual Public Shaming with Paul Joseph Watson 

Wouldn’t it be chilling if the exact same tactics used by the Red Guards 
during the psychological terror campaign of the Maoist Cultural Revolution 
were being used today? The goal of the mob is to rid the country of the old 
ideas by enacting reverse cultural imperialism. There is to be a new 
revolution; a cultural revolution, a revolution in people’s thinking. The 
objects that represent them have to be destroyed. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/olXipfCKUoo/ 

Robert F Kennedy Jr in Berlin 28 August 2020 
 
Robert F. Kennedy Jr. speaks out on the dangers of vaccines. 
Pharmaceutical companies are the most powerful companies; more 
powerful than oil, more powerful than the chemical industry and a greater 
threat not only to our children’s health but to all the institutions of 
democracy not just in the US but all around the globe. “We are not going 
to let you take our children away.” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wM7NLlWZD5I&feature=youtu.be 

 

http://www.politicsonline.net/2020/09/pat-condell-insults-islam-refuses-to.html
http://www.politicsonline.net/2020/09/pat-condell-insults-islam-refuses-to.html
https://www.bitchute.com/video/olXipfCKUoo/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wM7NLlWZD5I&feature=youtu.be


RIDING THE DRAGON: The Bidens' Chinese Secrets 
(Full Documentary) 
 
Uncover the secret world of Joe Biden and his family's relationship to China 
and the sinister business deals that enriched them at America's expense. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRmlcEBAiIs&feature=youtu.be 

9/11 

 
Brigitte Gabriel: United We Stood on September 
11th 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hfBrJXmD7_c 

9/11 Remembered 

After 9/11, I re-released my documentary, "Jihad in America: Terrorists 
Among Us" in memory of all those who perished. I chose today to release 
it on our website, to as a reminder that the seeds of the attack were 
planted years before any hijackings. May the memories of those who 
perished on Sept. 11, 2001, and in all subsequent terrorist attacks, be 
forever remembered as our nation's heroes. 

We thank Mr. Emerson for re-releasing “Jihad in America”. Please watch it.  

https://www.investigativeproject.org/8552/9-11-remembered 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRmlcEBAiIs&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hfBrJXmD7_c
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ACT! For Canada 

 

https://www.actforcanada.ca/donate/ 

 

Without your help, our vital work in waging 

this battle of ideas would not be possible. 

 Remember:  Freedom is never free. Please make a donation. 

 
The news items, blogs, educational materials and other information in our emails and on our 

website are only intended to provide information, news and commentary on events and issues 

related to the threat of radical Islam. Much of this information is based upon media sources, such 

as the AP wire services, newspapers, magazines, books, online news blog and news services, and 

https://www.actforcanada.ca/donate/


radio and television, which we deem to be reliable. However, we have undertaken no independent 

investigation to verify the accuracy of the information reported by these media sources. We 

therefore disclaim all liability for false or inaccurate information from these media sources. We 

also disclaim all liability for the third-party information that may be accessed through the material 

referenced in our emails or posted on our website. 

This newsletter is not the official newsletter or communication of ACT! for America, Inc. This 

newsletter is independently operated by ACT! for Canada named on this communication. The 

statements, positions, opinions and views expressed in this website, whether written, audible, or 

video, are those of the individuals and organizations making them and do not necessarily 

represent the positions, views, and opinions of ACT! For America, Inc. or ACT! For Canada, its 

directors, officers, or agents. 

If you no longer wish to receive this Newsletter, please write to info@actforcanada.ca 
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